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Central had disaster plan in 1941
by Ken Munsell
With the present debate on the
effectiveness of the college disaster plan with · the threat of a
Milwaukee Railroad derailment
hovering over Central's head, it
might be interesting to look back
to another era when Central made
emergency plans to cope with
another impending disaster.
After the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, December 1941, the
patriotic editor of the Campus
Crier, Roy Wable, . warned students that w~ile "Remember Pearl
Harbor" was the current war
slogan, if the college communtiy
stayed complacent, the new slogan
would be Remember Central
Washington!"
In the hectic days following the
attack, Central's concern lay with
defending the school. It's hard to
tell what college administrators
wanted to defend the ·school from
since the Japanese were thousands of miles away, -but they still
made plans.
President Robert McConnell
appoint~d Dr. Loren Sparks
(Sparks Hall is named for him), a
member of the Ellensburg Defense
Council, coordinator of the college's defense effort. Dr. E. L.
Lind became the college air raid
warden, and the Deans of Men and
Women were given responsibility
for the evacuation of students
from dormitories in case of
emergency.
Dean of Women, Helen Elsworthy said, "Complete organizations were set up for the
evacuation of the dormitories in
case of an air raid; sabotage, or
other emergency and a large
group of student 11ssistants were~
0

trained to assume these responsibilities."
The campus prepared for the
worst.
The school handed
evacuation instructions out to all
students.
The directions said
emergency housing provisions had
been made in the community in
case of the worst, whatever that
could be.
The instructions ·also told
students what to wear in case of an
evacuation and what to bring
along. The well dressed evacuee
in 1941 needed ~ change of
underwear, a toothbrush, soap and
pajamas or gown according to the
instructions. The rules told
students that while being evacuated, they must bring their school
books since every effort ':\'OUld be
made to continue classes.
College authorities warned
Central collegians that "All stu.dents must clear with the college
authorities (i.e. the Deans of Men
or Women) -before leaving campus
for home. If aqy of these officers
are incapacitated, clear through
defence headquarters in the
classroom building (now the back
half of Shaw-Smyser)."
The Ellensburg and Central
Defense Committees planned to
draft men into community service
during emergencies. Its members
also gave lectures and demonstrations on procedures to follow
during an emergency or invasion.
Dr. Lind gave instructions on
defense measures against incendiary bombs and poison gas at a
meeting for registered defense
volunteers. The committee also
debated ways to stockpile food in
case of an emergency.
All this activity makes a person
believe the college
was - actually
.

preparing to make a . stand
defending Barge Hall to the last.
It is easy to college administrators
manning the barricades on 8th
Avenue while dedicated students
busily read a few final chapters in
their courses before the final
poison gas attack.
While this senerio is absurd in

retrospect, it is worthy to note
that when the United States faced
grave danger, Central did evolve a
rational plan to cope with the
situation. The excesses can be
explained by the grave problems
facing the country.
Now Central faces another

disaster, more immenent since the
Milwaukee Railroad, in bankrupt"Y and without money or personr el to fix its tracks runs through
N mpus. While today's disaster
plan can not be the same as the one
fo-med in the 1940's this serves as
an example of a time when Central
also prepared for the worst.

Student edu·c atio-n .a ssociation
debates fall conference
Central ~as host for a meeting Carl Donovan of the Council for
of the Washington Association of Post Secondary Education), parStudents in Higher Education liamentary procedures, student
(W.A.S.H.E.) last week.
The wages, effective leadership in
group was formed this summer by student government, service and
three major student groups in this activities fees, campus entertainstate, they are: The Washington ment programming and the role of
Association of University Stu- students on governing boards:
dents (W.A.U.S.), The Council of
Funding for the conference is
Representatives and Presidents based on fund allocations from
(C.O.R.P.), and The Washington . W.A.U.S., C.O.R.P., the
Association of Independent Stu- W.A.I.S.G. and a charge of $30 per
dent Governments (W ;A.I.S.G).
participant.
A_resource exchange will also
The group represents the common
interests of university and college take place where students will be
students both private and state,
and of the community college
students. Officers of the group are
Doug Breithaupt, chairperson of
C.O.R.P., Gorden McHenry, vice·
chairperson of theW.A.I.S.G., and
Rex Elliot, treasurer -of the
W.A.I.S.G.
expected that Central's request
The meeting was primarily ,will be presented to the legislature
concerned with planning of the along with requests from other
upcoming Fall Conference to be state agencies as a package from
held at Camp Burton on Vashon · the Governor's office.
Island November 3-5. Logistics
The changes requested would
and itinerary were discussed.
bring Washington public facilities
Guest speakers at the conference into compliance with section 504 of
will address such issues as faculty the Federal rehabilitation act
evaluation, lobbying techniques, passed in 1973, requiring that
minority rights, financial aids (by accessibility to the handicapped be

invited to exchange ideas and
printed information with other
student governments about their
campus and associations.
Persons wishing to attend the
conference should contact the
A.S.C-B.O.C. office in th~ S.U.B.
or the W.S.L. office in the Central
Political Science Department soon
since only 120 participants will be
allowed to attend. An October 23,
cut-off date is being placed on all
applications. Further information
can be attained in the A.S.C.B.O.C. or W.S.L. offices.

Trustees to discuss
.proposed ch~nges
Continued from pg. 1 ·
provided.
Proposed changes in the Central
student government constitution
and in the contracting authority of
the office of Student Development
will also be considered at the
meeting.
· In addition, a variety of faculty
personnel matters including appointments and leave of absence
will be addressed.

Being on a _b udget doesn't mean you have to
~'The Ultimate
suffer! A case in point:

System 349

Inexpensive
Mu.s ic Systeni ''

~~g

Until recently, most people with roughly $300 to spend for
a stereo system were likely to be disappointed. The majority
of systems in this price range (usually sold through a
department/discount store) have in the past suffered from ·
an over emphasis ori cosmetics and/or dealer profit rather
than so~md quality (usually the compromise was made in the
loundspeakers)
Our System 349 changes all that. Its strength is its sound.
Because of the Advent/3 loundspeakers, our System 349
provides a level of room filling sonic-accuracy comparable to
most five ~nd six hundred dollar systems.
Excellent speakers demand quality in the other components; and we've built it in, with
the Sony STR· 1800 receiver and Garrard 440M automatic turntable. The Sony brings in
AM and FM stations without fuss or fuzz, and has plenty of power to drive the Advents in
small to medium sized rooms. The Garrard will handle your discs gently, singly or in
stacks. We equip it with a Pickering V15/ ATE4 ,cartridge for excellent tracking and
frequency response.
Of course, you get fine products when you deal with us; you expect to·.
More importantly, you get the care and attention that we extend to each
and every customer, with such tangible be11efits as guaranteed
trade-back value and loaner unit,s if any of your gear requires warranty
service!

ls noise a problem in your dorm or apartment?
We suggest the use, of stereo headphones for
"quiet hours" listening. You 'II enjoy them and
your neighbors will love· you for using them!
We offer Koss, Pioneer, Yamaha and Stax.

Svstem
Price
.,

$349

Including Our ·~Blue
Chip System'' Warranty.
Cash Price with Tax $366.80-Down
Payment $66.80-24 Monthly Payments of
$14.31-Total Deferred Payment Price
$410.20-Annual Percentage Rate 12%Upon Approval of Credit...:... Insurance.. If
Desired, Extra.
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Collllllentary and opinion
Time is short ·
by Scott Mueggler
At the Joint Higher Education
meeting last week in Olympia the
Council for Post Secondary Ed'ucation and other groups in attendance voiced the concern that
tuition rates would inevitably have
to reflect increases in the cost of
education. This is not to mean that
they would be increased in the
next session, but that they would
go up sooner or later.
The
legislature is bound by law to
review the tuition r•.tes at the
state institutions every two years.
Student groups in the state are
trying to organize and collectively
approach this issue as best they
can. Their sole problem seems to
be the student government associations and their lack of organimUon. Many as~ociations ar.e
currently saddled with new and
questioning officers, this is not a
blight, but it is a problem. New
officers need· to be educated in the
ways of the legislature, and .little
time is available for that. In order
for student groups to lobby
.against tuition hikes · they also
need finl!-ncial and moral support,
new and unconvinced officers are
reluctant to commit their budgets
to any cause without deep
thought. Time to think things
over is short at this point.
· On the same lines, student
associations are often reluctant to
let a:nyone who wants to spend
time lobbying or learning the
erocess do so. Those camouses
like U.W. or W.S.U. that so make
an effort to involve their student
body in legislative concerns really
have the edge in Olympia. Not
only is a voice heard, but many

coordinated voices really hit home.
Central is one of the schools that
has in the past been reluctant to
involve all but a choice few in the
legislative concerns that face
B.O.C. members in Olympia. The
new B.O.C. group is changing this
tendency and might do more if
enough people knock on their door,
let students accompany the legis- ·
lative liaison staff members and
B.O.C. to Olympia.
Another aspect of the scene is
that in past years the A.S.C. has
relied on the CRIER to report only
what the B.O.C. told reporters
concerning legislative actions of
B.O.C. members.
A different
approach has been suggested
where a CRIER reporter would
accompany the B.O.C. rep. to
legislative hearings and cover the
event. Not only would this serve
the A.S.C., but it would help to
reduce the B.OC. members load in
reporting the event to the
students _here.
CRIER people
usually can't pay their own way to
these meetings, but since the
A.S.C.-B.O.C. rents a car from
motor pool, an extra body in the
car costs little if anything. The
reporter can then arrange for his
own meals. The effect ·of this
would serve the A.S.C. in a sense
unexperienced here. It would also
provide for better representation
of Central students.
So I'll sum this up by saying that
we are faced with a real chance of
getting a tuition hike again, and
that unless we support the people
that are trying to keep it down,
that hike might come sooner than
expected.
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Returning c_o ncepts
by .Harold Lane
avoid danger, but only the alert shock absorbers and seat cushions
human senses. One can smell the remove the feel of the road from
proximity of the coast, hear the passengers. One passes ,
dangerous breakers in a storm, or through an area in only the most
echoes from projecting rocks on a brute physical sense--the area
About five years ago, George black and quiet night .•. (One can) itself leaves no psychological
Dyson, son of a brilliant.physicist, feel by the movement of the sea, impressions.
Freeman Dyson, dropped out of the character and position of one's
This is a major tragedy, I think,
conventional American society and invisible surroundings in thick because the main assumption
built an elaborate tree-house in the weather ~.. I had a close behind an automobile design-that
wilderness of British Columbia. . relationship, with all the many a person has to be insulated from
Since the house was on the shore forms of life inhabiting this area, nature--is incorrect. As long as
of the Pacific Ocean, he needed and grew to know the conditions of people's inventions are separated
some sort of water transportation tide and weather affecting them.
from the natural world, things will
to get around. He chose a My canoe was as much on the · be more difficult and painful for
baidarka, a type of canoe so well $bore as in the water, and it was everyone--and everything.
developed-but so small- that its this capability which permitted
The history of the automobile is
Indian creators could paddle to study of the meeting (of the a shining example of the hurt that
Siberia, yet cradle the boat under two) •.•"
can be inflicted. In order to get
one arm once they got there.
I've never had such a close the metals necessary to build the
In Kenneth Brower's book, The relationship with the natural cars, the land in some sections was
Starship and The Canoe, George world. I have, however, felt the ripped apart and permanently
Dyson describes traveling in the lack of such a relationship. In a damaged. To gather the oil
baidarka:
•
really expensive car, the air necessary to run them, there was
"A canoe traveling silently conditioner (or heater) regulates ruthless exploitation of both
through darkness, fog, or a storm the temperature; the windows are environment and ·other people.
needs no radar ... to perceive and rolled up, reducing sound; and the And, of course, there were
thousands of acres of fertile land
overwhelmed by concrete. The
air, to a greater of lesser degree,
was poisoned. .
. The illusion of the expensive
car-that a person moves along by
floating along noiselessly-also led
Well, the word is out. Governor Ray has demanded that all state
to- another deception that contriagencies withhold 10 percent of thek budgets, until she's abl~ to
buted much pain. The air-condimake sure the state auditing books are going to juggle properly for
tioning, the windows, the softness
the current fiscal year. By law, she has to _p resent a balanced
of the seats--all add to the masking
budget to the State Legislature, so perhaps she's caught between
of the fact that an automobile is a
a rock and a hard place.
large, heavy, machine. One could
Then again, who knows exactly what that woman is up to?
think of a car as an expensive toy,
Governor Ray bas proven time and time again to be consistently
to be played with at will. How
She says that she is concerned about the
inconsistent.
many reckless drivers--how many
environment of our fair state,·yet her stands on issues such as oil
accidents--were encouraged by
tankers and nuclear power facilities do not seem to justify her
this attitude, no one knows.
official positions. She claims to be concerned about the well \>eing
Be careful. I'm not "advocating
of all Washington State citizens, however, our mental health care
we rip up all the highways and,
facilities almost folded financially, and welfare and unemployment
abolish cars. I'm not saying that
recipients are still up in arms about recent budget cutbacks.
we should go back to the canoe-I
don't believe we could, even if we
And then we come to Central. It's fairly common knowledge
that Central is not exactly on the top of the list when ·it comes to
tried. What I'm suggesting is that
prioritizing the most important educational institutions in the
the canoe is a more admirable tool
state. It seems a little ridiculous that if a college was fated for the .
than the car because it doesn't
leave so many scars on nature and
financial axe, that it would be the Evergreen State College, where
. man. That would hot be true if the
former three-term Washington State Governor Dan Evans now
canoe's designers had isolated
presides.
We hope that Governor Ray is sincere in her claims that Central
themselves from the environment.
Technology will not get simpler.
will stay open. In a school that's already tightened it's financial
W~ will not make boats of whale
belt a number of times in the past, another notch tightened..
skin and bone; even Dyson's
shouldn't ·hurt too much--but it surely won't help. We here at the
baidarka was made of fiberglass.
CRIER don't hold our breath anymore when the Govenor makes a
Bqt while we continue to invent, I
promise -··we've been too blue in the face too long.
hope the people with the computers and hydraulics remember one
idea: a truly worthy machine
Vegetable
$3.50
should not only operate efficienteach
ly, but also operate without
1S0lating itself from the environ- 1
Call 925-5592 or 925-4649
ment it works in.
A simple
for
concept, but one forgotten too
further information
often in the past.

The CRIER'S view

cookbooks

Summer
\VGS

education
time
at PJ's.'·~ '·
Let us welcome you back
with our new ideas

for you •.
C_lose to· campus .
Corner_of 3rd & Sampson. 962-2550
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Letters to the Editor
Strident ·intelligence
questioned
Dear Editor,
Apparently there are a lot of
students out there who don't know
the facts of life. .
I work in one of the local
grocery stores and I come in
contact with a lot of students who
just don't realize that you have· to
be twenty-one years old to buy
beer or wine in . the state of
Washington, and you have to
prove .it to me every single time
you want to buy beer.
There are no if's, and's, or hut's
about it. If you are under
twenty-one, or can not satisfactorily prove that you are old enough, I
absolutely can not sell you any
beer. If you are not old enough,
and I sell you some beer, and the
local Liquor Inspector finds out,
my boss is subject to a loss of his
Liquor License or a fine, and I
willed be fired.
If you all understand that, we will
go on to the next point.
There are only five types of
identification that the State
Liquor Control Board allows us to
accept for proof of age. They are:
· (1.) Your driver's license; it has to
t>e valid, in readable condition (if it
has been through the washing
machine we can not take it), and it
has to have your picture on it (we
can not accept your temporary
license for that reason). (2.) Your
passport. (3.) Your active duty
military I.D.; the green one, we
can not accept your pink reserve
card or your brown dependent)
~ard. (4.) Your Washington State
µepartment of Motor Vehicles

Students honored

"ldenticard"; looks just like a
driver's license and you get it from
the Driver's License Office. (5.)
Your Liquor Control Authority
I.D. Card; they are not issued
anymore, so forget it.
There are some pretty nice I.D.
cards some of you are carrying
around. They are in full living
color, with a nice picture, and a
lovely description, and wonderful
birth date on them. When I see
them, I don't tell you that they are
as phony . as ~ three dollar bill, I
jm~t tell you that they are not
acceptable according to the Liquor
Control Board.
These cards usually have some
other state name and they look
real nice, but they are absolutely
worthless.
when I ask you for your I.D.
. don't get mad at me, it won't do
you any good. ,I do not have to sell
you any beer, even if you are
twenty-one and one can prove it.
There are a couple of guys running
around town who will tell you
about how I turned them down·
because of their smart mouthed
remarks when I asked them for
I.D.
I can also spot falsified I.D.'s ·
with ease, and I have turned them
into the police.
The moral of this story is, if you
want to drink and you aren't
twenty-one, find some one who is
old enough and let him buy it for
you.
Thank you,
Art Clark Jr. .

The first annual winners of Cen- and transfer students will be
tral Investment Fund scholarships · hosted for the evening by an
will be honored. tonight at a individual from the Ellensburg
reception on the Central Washing- University community who has
ton University campus, hosted by supported the fund, now in its
second year.
contributors to that fund.
The C.I.F. scholarships are the
The_S{athering will be Thursday,
October 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the result of a partnership in fund-raising between Ellensburg communSamuelson Union Building cafeity and the university.
teria.
The winners were chosen on the
· Each of the nearly 60 freshmen
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Webster's

Prime Rib
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didn't "Take it Easy" but what the
heck, I just "Let it be."
Soon, I'll start wo~k a.t a local
record store, it'll be great. I'll
meet "Some girls" which will
"Turn to stone" my bone.
The Arizona desert is so fine.
Just the other day, we planted a
freezer five feet under the sand.
You know I can dig it if it's cool.
Just give me a shovel and a cloudy
day.
I heard you got a new president.
· l got a new pair of shoes, cause
rm a "Walking Man."
Next week, after I quit my job, I
hope to be in the Ozark Mountain
Daredevils, wherever that is.
Hey, when are you guys coming
down here? I visited you for two
years. You owe me a visit. Only
have room for about 3,00 persons
though.
Keep stroking that pen.

j

I
I
Open early morning and late I ·
night by appointment.
I
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I'm on the road. Yes, I'm a "free ~
925-5900
bird." But, first, I'd like to thank I
908 East 10th
I
you.for sending me the CRIER this L------------------------,
summer. Believe me, down here in r': - - - Flagstaff, Arizona, CRIERS are I WANTED
hard to find. Like a good piece of .
I
chuck steak.
·
I canon camera I
Kudos and kimonos to Damian
for his great photos and a tofu ._ _
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In the PJam

·

Box Beauty Salon ·
I
RESEARCH t' Band
~ . . ·.
~·· . 203 E. 5th 9'25-21771
I
Specializing in men's and women's complete beauty care.
I

~ BIG JOHNS I
On the road
I DELIVERY
l
I
APPLICATION
I
with
1
ACCEPTED
1
Willie ·Harrison I Apply anytime at .BIG •JOHNS!1
Dear Editor

Members of the Central Board
of Trustees, who have scheduled a
special meeting later Thmsday
evening, will be at the receptio~ to
welcome and congratulate the
winners.

: Cam~ Beauty Parlor

I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .,

Part time and full time
II
.

basis of their leadership ability
and . academic potential from
nearly 400 applicants throughout
the state. ·
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Interested In Modeling?
Bonnie Houser'• Modeling Studio
wm Anawer All Questions
Free t4» College Students..

Nordstrom's

Women's
Fashions
In Seam
Sports Boutique
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Choosing new trustee up to Ray
If Clifton wins, it would mean she said, would be based on a and recommendation about the
two years of various legislative · conflict of interest between her candidate.
"The Governor would welcome
duties for her, and a new trustee elected position and the appointed
all
recommendations," said Brodposition of a Central trustee she
member for Central.
erick.
now holds.
Clifton said in a CRIER
After
all
the
recommendations
Clifton was appointed to the
interview last week that if elected
she would resign. Her resignation, Board of Trus~es of Central by are received, the Governor then
Dixy .Lee Ray soon after Ray's goes through them and confers
with area legislatures, community
election as Governor.
leaders
and University officials.
According to the Assistant for
"We would expect to receive
Boards and Commissions to the
Governor, Linda Broderick, a new recommendations from a variety
trustee would be selected by the of sources," Broderick said.
When asked if Clifton would
Governor from the recommenda- ·
have any greater influence on the
tions
sent
to
her
by
those
parties
t~!
selection of her successor, Broderinvolved with Central.
.J•~s~'
Broderick said that she is not ick said, "That is a diffic·ult
sure of the timing involved in such question to answer."
She did say, however, that the
Bring in this valuable coupon for a
a situation, but added that Clifton
big saving on your first pair of
would not take office until Governor would have a degree of
confidence in Clifton's opinion
suoeriors.
January.
She said that Clifton would because of her previous exper·
I
serve·as trustee until January and ience as a trustee,
••I
Broderick said that at this time.
hopefully
have a successor selectI
she or the Governor has not
ed
by
that
time.
I
I
received any recommendations or
Broderick· said that with comI
munity colleges, a trustee would
I
have to serve, no matter what
I
conflict of interest there existed,
until a successor was found.
I
.1
The process for selecting a new
I
I
trustee is somewhat simple, _ Minority cultural awareness
according to Broderick. Th-ose programs are in the making as
All Mainstream boots feature comfort, durability,
parties interested in voicin~ or each of the four clubs met for the
quality, price and value.
recommending a replacement first .time to discuss upcoming
should send an introductory letter plans for the .year.
The Asian Club met in the
I 9 a.m. t.o 6 p.m. Tue1. thru Fri.
S. U.B., October 3 to discuss events
1
I
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5p.m. 1 to be implemented into their
t~~
vA~afultat Jll"""
Ah £\lefty CUJ(lfk ~ ~
.Jus~•
Ed's Barber Shop II program such as bringing an Asian
dance and .theater troupe on
302 N. Main
I . campus.
styling & Regular haircut•
I
925-4441

Democratic candidate for tht
Washington Legislature from the
13th district, Linda Clifton, bu a
good. chance to win in the {eneral
election this November, according
to a gubernatorial assistant at the
state Capitol.

Let us ·introduce you to

MAINSTREAM™
All American Footwear

Reg. $7995

,

r-------------

.,: OFF ON

Minority clubs

FIRST PAIR

L-· --------------------~

~NSl'REAM~ 9
3rd &-Pine

-

s: 30

Ellensburg Boot
& Shoe Repair

'clust because
we dorrt live
together...
You might not have known that. You
1xobably thought that since you live off
1:ampus, you have to put up with the
drudgery of that old kitchen r9utine. Well,
ir gives us great delight to tell you you're
wrong. You can get an off campus meal
ticket to suit your schedule on campus at
the Food Services Office in Holmes Dining
Hall. It's a fantastic culinary alternative
for the person on the move. We know
what it means to be· a student-rushing
around between classes, never having enough
time. Here's a good chance for you to get
a good square meal on campus in no time.
You just come in, eat, and go. And the food
is good, too. The off campus meal ticket it's just the ticket.

-------------->1

I
I
1

'-- - - - .... - - _ .J>.!!~~!.~!!U .

comments about a successor for
Clifton.
Clifton has also stated that if
elected. she would seek a position
on the Committee for ·Highe.Education. However, neit)ler the
Committee Chairman, nor the
Speaker of the House could be
contacted to comment on her
chances in obtaining such a
position.
Faculty Senate, Frank Carlson,
the Faculty Senate does not plan
to make a recommendation to the
Governor for Clifton's successor.
He did say, however, that if they
were asked, they would certainly
do so.
Carlson said that King County is
high enrollment area for Central,
and it might be wise to have a
trustee from there .
"King County is where the
majority of the legislatures are
from, and is a more politically
powerful area," he said.

nt~t
The Black Student Union had an
introductory socuil gathering in
the Grupe Center October 4,
where the new officers introduced
themselves to the general body.
The Intertribal Club met in
Kenne'dy Hall ~o elect new officers
and to greet new members .
Yearly plans were also made at
this meeting.
M.E.C.H.A. met new members
and a report on last years
activities and newly planned
activities for this year.

..
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For more information about the off campus
meal plan, stop by the Food Services Office
at Holmes Dining Hall or call 963-1591.
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Heroes have a way
of coming home
by Lawrenee Breer
ln North Vietnam, an especially
energetic general named Vo
Nguyen Giap had built the
Viet-Cong into a formidable force.
He sent his soldiers down the Ho
Chi Minh Trail into South Vietnam
for the purpose of recruiting
dissidents. in the country he
wanted to .conquer.
In the United States, President
John F. Kennedy had decided to
send 1,700 more advisers to
Vietnam, so that in 1963 there
were already 15,500 Americans in
that Southeast Asian country.
On Central's campus in 1963, the
registrar was recording the name
of San Dewayne Francisco as a ·
new freshman. This new freshman
came from Kennewick High School!
where he had played football for·
three years under .the steerage of
Mel Thompson. Coach Thompson
also came to Central that year.
When Francisco graduated in
1966, he completed seven years
under the guiding light of
Thompson.
~

Ellc.-n~burR\ Bicycl~ Shop

-..,

lru,@o@~Il®
T•k1,1 '1

·

8te.,~•n

Peute0t•1

· Repa"' · S••n ·Serva
. l01 l\f Me"' • 92~·3326

lilri....Oo- Uonoar'• •

....ill

During that year, 1963, Thompson and his Wildcats put on a
s4"ing of games to delight the fans.
The team went undefeated during
the entire football season.
Francisco was a member of that
undefeated football squad. He
wore number 25 and played
fullback position.
Once when the team went
traveling, Francisco realized he
would not be able to go since he
·was the number three fullback, the
team was plagued by injuries and
a state rule allowed that only 32
players could travel. Francisco
went to coach Thompson and
THE ARNOLD ~ SOCIETY-was organized to -provide advanced training for R.O.T .C. cadets. San
asked what position he could play
D. Francisco, bott:om row, first on the left; went to Vietnam u a second lieutenant.
to fill out the team's roster and
make the irip. The team had so
On June 8, 1965, U.S. command- campus to speak and to entertain.
Francisco's plane was shot down
many injuries that the coach told ers in Vietnam were authorized to San D. Francisco was pictured in over Quang Binh province, North
him to pick a position. Francisco commit 23,000 advisers to combat. the Hyakem with 17 other Vietnam. He stayed in contact
with rescue pilots for a short time,
chose tight end and practiced that Army, Navy and Marine forces in would· be second lieutenants.
spot for a week. He made the trip Vietnam reached 184,300 person- Their group was called the Arnold Rescue attempts failed and Deand contributed heavily to another nel by the end of the year. In Air Society. Francisco had been fense Department listed him as
Missing In Action. He remained
Wildcat win. There was a lot of Septemper, San D. Francisco ' taking R.O.T.C. pilot training.
Not much more is known about M.I.A. until June, 1978 when the
registered for his second year at
affection for "San" after that.
In 1963, others were going down Central. He had already decided Francisco. In his senior year, he U.S. Air Force confirmed him a
He Vietnam casualty.
to defeat. South Vietnamese to take R.O.T.C. training. In 1965, wore football number 67.
Francisco's parents live in
Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem Francisco was on the Wrestling . graduated August 19, 1966 with a
and his infamous brother Ngo Team and contributed significant- Bachelor of Arts in Education and Burbank, Washington, where his
Dinh Nhy was killed by a couple of ly. to their season record of nine a Provisional Teaching Certificate. mother is a teacher and his father
Presumably, he went immediately a railroad ma,n. His wife and son
military strongmen. Twenty-one wms, three losses and two ties.
into the military.
reside in Seattle.
days later in Dallas, Texas, a
crazed rifleman named Lee HarIn 1966, Bill Cosby, The reporting that he was not injured.
Perhaps, "San," as his football
vey Oswald ended the career of Brothers Four, anthropologist
In the ensuing two years, he was buddies called him, will surface
John Kennedy with a 6.55 mm rifle Margaret Mead lnd author Nelson promoted three times.
On again. Heroes have a way of
of foreign manufacture.
, Algren came to the Central November 25, 1968, Major San D. coming home.
PHONE, 925-5644
210 WEST 8TH A VENUE
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

ACgpper

\.J l\;ttle

Open 6

a.m.

We Serve

Ellensburg's only Head shop is
now in Yakima's only Head shop.

Breakfast Anytime I

Czardas has
tapes &

Stop In And Try Ou,rPancake Sandwich- 2 buttermilk-pancakes, 2 strips of
bacon and one egg

·

records .

· $ 1. 15

---OR FOR A REAL TREAT--

the lowest prices

Eggs Benedict- 2 basted eggs, shaved ham on English muffin
with cheese sauce and hash browns

in Yakima

$2. 95

Create 'Your Own o ·melette-

we

start with the basic omelette, served with hash brown
and toast--you choose the ingredients

Czardas

211 W. Yakima Ave.
Yakima, Wa.
453-9379

Basic Pia.in Omelette $1. 90
Meat (ham bacon, sausage, . or hamburger) .40
Cheese .20 ·
Mushrooms .40
. Ve etables (onion,
er or tomato) .10
I

..

··················- -- ······.·.-,....

COOL IT!

---~- ·~-

•

';i,----··i
,.,·

::~::::

!Ji ,\f

The Food Services Department currently
has nearly 175, 2.1 cubic foot refrigerators available for renting to students who
live in the residence halls. These handy
miracles of modern science may be rented at the Food Services Office at Holmes
Dining Hall (west" side), after the first
week of Fall quarter, for only $50 for
the academic year or $20 per quarter!
Check it out, you'll be glad that you did!

Refrigerator Rentals ~

.....

4 11

Food
Services
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Keep
the faith

BOC position open

It was announced at this week's
Board of Control meeting that
Angel Santana, newly elected
board member, would definitely
He says proudly that he is a "fool." The Supreme Court says
not be returning to school.
that his ability to offend the community standards of decency of
A special election will be held on
New York City is sufficient even on records to justify the lifting of
~ovember 1. The new ·member"
will then be able to attend the
.a·station's license. When he is iiot filling in for Johnny Carson, he
:_can be found giving "lectures" on contemporary language and the'
first November ooard meeting.
human condition in nightclubs and colleges. ·George Carlin is even
Other business discussed at the
worth missing Monday Night Football to hear, for he is one of the
meeting included a report by Joe
Blalock, B.O.C. member and
most profound and important speakers to appear on campus since I
Central's representative to the
have been here, and he is funny.
Washington Association of UniAnyone who can affend the community standards of New York
versity Students (W.A.U.S.).
City is worth checking out. Any fool can do it in Ellensburg, but
A W.A:U.S. meeting was held
only a very special fool can do it in New York. And Carlin is a
Saturday, October 7 at the
special kind of fool. The fool, you should know, was an important
University of Washington. At this
figure in medieval society. Shakespeare immortalized the office in
meeting, a new W.A.U.S. director
several of his major and minor plays, and in each instance the fool
was chosen.
is the character who tells the truth while the serious characters
In his director's report, John
appear insane. This is not strange, for despite the illusions we
Drinkwater, director· of student
would like to maintain, we all know that you have to be a fool to tell
activities, discussed the fact that
the truth.
in January, the national minimum
Saint Paul urged Christians to be "fools for Christ." The advice
wage will be increased to $2.90.
has ·goe unheeded for the most part, and unfortunately, many who
A representative of the board
have taken it seriously have not been ablP. to custingc!~h between
will meet with Carol Drinkwater,
being fools and asses. Mere fanaticism is qot enough. The fool
director of student employment,
must understand that when God's wisdom exposes human wisdom
and others to decide if Central will
as folly, it is funny. The fool knows that what is laughable is
also increase their wages to $2.90.
serious and what is seriOus is laughable, but the fanatic merely .
Drinkwater also discussed the
takes foolishness and seriousness seriously. St. Paul and George
new health insurance packet.
Carlin can admit to being fools, but fanatics cannot.
Instead of receiving the old
Although I have come to expect such things in a "fallen world,"
pamphlet, students will receive a
the verdict of the Supreme Court galls me. · We like to believe that
new one in the mail nrior to Fall
we live in a society that values · freedom and where important
Quarter next year. •
issues can be discussed. Carlin's "7 Dirty Words" are not only
The student will then have the
words that every person at Central has heard and most have used,
option to enroll in the policy or not
the discussion of the meaning of these words in his comedy routine
to; either way, the form must be
is a serious comment on a .ser.ious social pathology. We are .
returned to the college.
extremely hung up about sex and other body functions. When we
If, the student should decide on
reach down for a curse, and cursing was once known to be very
the policy, he will be billed later
serious business, we use words connected to sex and elimination.
for the amount.
·That's pretty crazy.
· There will also , be a question
What makes it crazier is the "T and A" trend in TV, better
regarding the insurance on next
known as "jiggle." Where it was once plausible that· public
Fall's registration form. Those not
sensitivity to the discussion of sex reflected a respect for the
wishing the insurance policy, must
importance of sexuality, it is no longer. Flying High, a show which
mark "no" or they will be billed.
makes Charlie's Angeli look classy and tasteful, Is merely ohe
If the student does not pay the
example of the leering, pandering and debased treatment sex is
amount, however, a policy will not
receiving. These shows should offend our sense of decency, but
be issued.
they are. popular and Carlin is · banned. Utter foolishness.
Under old business, the board
Real fools .like Carlin hit us where it hurts but make us laugh.
approved the appearance of
Good jokes are always aimed at wh~t we take too ser.iously: Sex,
Olympic gold medalist, Wilma
religion, drugs, politics, ethnic and racial identification~ age,
Rudolph on campus. An exact
deformity, etc. · The ultimate foolishness is to fail to see that we are
date was not set, but will be some
:fools simply because we are human. We are funny that way.
time in January.
l"'ffllltllltltllllHIHlllttnlftllllltllllHllnttllllltlfftlllllllltlllllllllUllllllllllllllHIHllllHllllHftllllfflllflllllllffllllN--ffllllll_lll..,.....
It was announced that the
~
.
i
- constitutional and by-law changes,
as well as the B.O.C. name change,
will be presented for approval at
the next B.o ard of Trustees
meeting.
Under new business, the board.

hY- Don Caughey

I Jo~~t::::san1~!~h;;lass I
i

I
Pick•u:;!oV~::tsan~stalled.
I Richard S. Calkins
413 N. Main Street I
I Phone 925-3777
Ellensburg I
~

~

A representative of M.E.C~H.A.,
accepted a proposal from Mike
McLeod, recreation · coordinator Celia Lopez, inquired about the
for $1,131, to be used for the kids use of the A.S.C. sign shop. Any
night-out program.
organizations that need signs
The ·Red Cross blood drawing, made, should go to the A.S.C.
which is held on-campus once secretary and fill out a paster
every quarter, will be co-spon- form. A fee will be charged for all
sored by the A.S.C.
signs.
Scott ,Mueggler, representing
The board then changed their
the Washington Student Legislature, announced the W .S.L. meeting time to 3:30 every
meeting to be held Sunday, Tuesday, and the · meeting was
adjourned.
October 15.
....111111111111111111111n1n11111HtH-llH"""'"'llllHN _ _ _ _ llllHHtlftfflfflllNIMlllllHllll _ _ _ ff _ _ _ _
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t. . . . M ILK-...........

I Always a good
I food value.
!

·I

.

'\ -

r

1

* .,F8rm Fresh.2% .milk /
72° 1h gal.
l
* ·Farm Fresh Grade A
<'.;''..-~J
70° 1h gal.
--- ----Past/Homo milk 72° 1h gal.
1

L·.

,*

Winegar's

with ev~ry pur.chase

I
1·
=

DRIVE IN

Open

Mon.-Sat.
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

II"
co:::.
I
accept~ 1
I·

1

419 w. 15th-925-1821
Located Just 8 Blocks West
::·~llllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllM-lllllUlllllllllll-IHlillU.llllHl
of Nicholson Pavilion

MONDAY/
TUESDAY : free
WEDNESDAY:

~·

I

I

_ _ _ lllllllllllllll-ff!llllHlli11111"6

free pool

popcorn

free pool

FRIDAY I
SATURDAY:SchQoners 3 for $1.00
60 oz. pitcher $1.75 until 7:00
Oly, Hamms and Coors
KEGS ANc;> PONY KEGS TO GO
111 West 3rd

~

I

Bring your hunger and thirst on down

1 FREE
Levi Miner Poster

i
i

UGLY BEAR TA VERN
SUNDAY:

I

_/
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'The
Levi Shop

I

925-4602
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in concert

"
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1

-

THE

ZANY•••
WITTY•·•
SENSITIVE ••• GEORGE CARLIN ."

Monday, October 16, 1978
..

Nichol.so·n Pavilion, 8p.m. ·
A_d vonce College Student $4.50

Door College Student $5.00

Advance G.~neral $5.50 ·

Door General $6.00.
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Entertaininenf
Lane turns a~uthor
The science-fiction author is a
Ted is not your stereotyped
, special breed of writer.
The hero. Ted's most outstanding
writer must incorporate_a highly feature is the ability to change the
developed sense of imagination situation if things are at a
alqng with creative skills, , a touch standstill or .not going right.
of the macabre, occult, and
Lane enjoys showing off his
blzzare. The sci-fi novelist engulfs characters, all of which have a
JhimseH in concepts that most restless nature. Lane · thought
.. ."everyday" people rarely think they should appear this way
about. A good sci-fi writer knows because it would probably take a
restless person to live in space.
no boundaries.
The characters alSQ help to give
Harold Lane is such a person.
Lane, ·a 21 year old Central senior, · the storr action, which a gOod
recently finished a sci-fi novel, his science fiction novel needs a lot of.
first, entitled Improper At'.tion·
For example, two of Lane's
Improper Action involves an a
characters, Valery and her friend,
earthling named Ted. Ted is a .
played with power gliders in their
very prominent, successful man
childhood. Their favorite game
who holds a good and responsible
was played in a canyon about ·20
job, yet his life remains unsatisfied
and unfulfilled. Sick and tired of kilometers long, and entailed a
the day to day routine, Ted race to see who could get within a
foot of the wall first. .
decides to leave earth in a
spaceship to go to another planet
When asked why he enjoyed
where he is unknown.
Ted's writing, Lane said, "I didn't like
purpose in all of this ·is to find his the actual writing SO much as
true sell.
thinking· everything up; names,
Other characters in Lane's novel characters, planets, equipment,
include Valery, a marvelous pilot, etc."
and Dr. Zildijian, a rather shady
·character who happens to like
Lane's .characters are different
f tropicat birds.
from the norm, but nothing one
Like every story, Improper could call extraordinary; nobody
Action' has good guys and bad with four arms or things of that
guys. The good guys in Lane's sort.
story are the aforementioned
Within the last three years
characters. The bad guys are the . Harold has put ninety percent of
·
his time into the novel. Some of
politicians.
I

the time consuming problems
were deciding how a certain scene
should go, and what kind of person
a character should be.
Lane said, "I think what
motivates me the most as a writer
is the desire to show my readers
something new;"
This was
Harold's goal when he wrote
Improper Action.
When he sits down to write, the
three things he wants to accomplish are:
write a good,
interesting story, make it unique
and deliberately different; and
lastly, he wants the reader to draw
his own -conclusions and form his
own impressions.
"I never want to lecture my
readers about what I think, bore
them, or insult their intelligence."

Harold Lane

When asked what makes a good
writer, Harold replied. "If I were
a perfect writer, t.he reader would
have just as much fun reading the
story as I did writing· it."
Harold hasn't submitted his
novel for publishing as yet, but he
says he plans to send it to a local
printer soon.
How does Harold feel after
completing his first novel?

The Cable
V-Neck.

By _
Van
Heusen

"It was a great relief having
finished it," he said, "and being
able to think about other things for
a ·change."

$16.oo

Halloween thriller staged
If you 're a fan of ghostly
sightings and things that go bump
n the night, The Three Penny
Players' fall production of the
Haunting of Hill House is for you.
This susp~nsful three-act drama, written by Shirley Jackson
and adapted for the stage by F.
Andrew Leslie takes place in the
ack country of an eastern state.

The Three Penny sponsored
show will be directed bv Pat
Priehard, a senior from Bainbridge Island.
Prichard, a
member. of Three Penny Players
wanted to do a show that would
give the Drama Club and Central
Students a Halloween full of
excitement. Last year the Drama

The mansion is ·Hill House, a
brooding, isolated and innately
-Yorbiddilig mansion. If you visit,
you will never be the same. Once
you are invited into Hill House,
you will become a part of people
l hat are now living there.

Club sponsored a very sucessful
Haunted House at the Fair
Grounds. This year the students
of Central will be given an
opportunity to view Haunting of
Hill House on Halloween.
·
Casting for 'this super natural
three act took place during

registration week. Students
under the spell. of Hill House will
be, Sarah 'fhompson as Eleanor
Vance, Joy Lessard as Mrs.
Dudley, Kye Haina as Theociva·a.,
Dr. Robert Goedecke portrays Dr.
Montague, Ken Berg as Luke
Sanderson, Mike Oertli as Arthur
Parker and Mary Fridlund as Mrs.
Montague.
If you want to see what is
. pounding at the bedroom door at
night, you will have to venture to
Three Penny Player's production
of The Haunting of Hill House,
October 26, 27, 28, 30 and 31
(Halloween) in Three Penny
Theater, Barge Hall.

Adeline's
Restaurant
Breakfast
Special

Lunch
Special

2 eggs scrambled w/diced
n
d
luJm, hash browns, and toast
. omema e. soup
(the best deal in town)•••
2 5 and sandwich... . ·

$}

99 C

'MMMMMMMMMt=Q=lf""1Mt='<Nt:ft=1MHt""1MMMen--st"1MMMMM~

Dinner Specials every night
at prices you'll like!
~MMMM,..-q-st"'1Mt"'fHHMMt=Q-1MMMMMMt""9""1MM!'"'*1MMMM=e

-----Restaurant Hoursi-----Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. -:-9 p.m. Sun. 8:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

Brantley's
·. Men Shop
414 n. Pearl
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American Buffalo -Three 1nen and a nickel

ALL BECAUSE OF A COIN-Teach (on the left) and Donny discuss the Buffalo nickel that catapults three metropolitan losers
into a tale of gripping human emotion and interaction. American Buffalo, a contemporary drama, takes place in a junk shop.
American Buffalo.
There is no shortage of symbolic imagery when the name is
mentioned. To some, the most immediate thought is one of a
vanishing species of bison; to others, it means a diehard tribute to
the old west.
To David Mamet, American Buffalo is the play he wrote; or
more specifically, the American Buffalo Nickel. The nickel is the
catalyst in this play that brings out the human emotions of need,
trust, and friendship among others, of the characters known as
Teach, Donny and Bobby. The three are street people in a large .
city; they live, tJVnk, talk and act street.
Teach, Donny and Bobby are losers. They are losers who,
despite the things they say and do to each other, still need each
other. In the course of the play, the vie.w er is forced to re-examine .
his or her ideas of what constitutes a winner, and what constitutes
a loser in our contemporary society.
John Aylward, a professional actor for the past 11 years, plays
the part of Teach. Aylward sees the play as a complex one,
although basically it is "about struggle." The play, among other
things, "talks about being a man, being a friend, business versus
friendship," and "how those ideals are warped by the world we live
in." Alyward says Teach is always expounding basic human
values. "He's always teaching friendship, but the problem
comes," adds Aylward, "when they get caught up in bullshit. I
mean, everyone bullshits everybody and the circle just gets
smaller and smaller."
Aylward mentions the symbolism in the play-saying, "All these

people have two sides," and like the play's namesake, "there's -two
sides to the coin--and that's the interesting paradox to this play;
they're constantly contradicting each other."
"As little as they have, there is pride at least for Teach," says
Aylward. In fact, all three characters have some degree of pride in
them. "They're full of rage and frustration," but the three are still
"very proud men," says Aylward.
Bobby, played by Gregory Ellison Ross, "is a person that
flounders,'.' according to Ross. Bobby is a junkie who "could go
several different directions," but can't seem to make up his mind
which way to go. Ross says that most people would perceive Bobby as "someone
they didn't like."
·
The play takes place in a junk shop owned by Donny, played by
Dennis Arndt. Donny, as seen by Arndt, is a "myopic" person.
Donny is essentially a . non-educated man, but is "the real
humanistic force in the play. He's the fulcrum in the scope of the
play," says Arndt. He added that "I'm convinced the play is a
modern classic,'' in terms of dialogue, and the issues of human
need. trust and frienrlshin.
Ardnt, a lead actor at the Oregonian Shakespearean Theater f~r
five years among his acting credits, says that even though he is
able to personally identify with the part "or Donny, "I'm not Donny,
by any stretch of the imagination." Arndt i~ also somewhat elusive
.about his idea of the total meaning of the production. He said,
"The play doesn't happen 'till the audience arrives." ,
Showtime for American Buffalo is 8 p.m. and runs tonight
through Saturday night.

ITS SCHOOL TIME-Teach fires a lesson at Bobby.

Story and pho~os
SOME CALL IT JUNK-Teach peruses the merchandise.

by Jody Daigneault
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It's a
happenin'
_.by .Jody Daigneault

EDITOR'S. NOTE: During the years of 1971-1972, Jody
Daigneault served In the United States Army In Da Nang, ·
Vietnam. To bis parents, as to every serviceman's parents, was
sent a ·1etter on bis progre11 during basic combat training. In
peaceful retrospect, Jody has taken the format _of that letter and
applied it, with a twist of wit and humor, to the training of
students at Central.
·

Music auditions held
by Val Vardeman

Auditions for the performing
groups in the Music Department
here at Central are nearing
completion. ·usually, students
who wish to audition for these
groups register for them and then
secure information about auditions
during the first few days of
classes. Most of the groups
.audition during class time, finishing the process within the fll'St two
Those
weeks of the quarter.
students who are not chosen for a
particular group are allowed to
drop the class by special permission. Almost all of the groups open
auditions again for Winter and
Spring Quarters.

_ Your son or daughter is now rece1vmg Basic Educational
Training at Fort Central Washington, Ellensburg, Washington.
We are writing this letter to give you some idea of what your
"soldier of education" will be doing during his or her trajn.ing days,
as well as to solicit your aid in making his Basic Educational
Training period a success in all aspects.
From the beginning, he will follow a very active program,
arising early in the morning, drilling hard, attending classes,
taking extensive body building exercises, learning discipline and
generally becoming accustomed to a strict academic life. For most
young men and women, it is an entirely new environment and even
the most mature trainees do not adjust at once to their
surroundings. They may be unhappy with rigid routine, their drill
teachers, the food, or with the discipline, and it is quite possible ·
that you will reCieve a letter from your soldier expressing any or
all of these thoughts. This brings us to our first request. Will you'
write him frequently, cheerful letters during his training here, and
ask his friends to do the same? This will greatly help in his
adjustment.
This ·quarter marks the beginning of a new Fort Central
Commanding Officer. Our hope is to make your little soldier's stay
under god-forsaken conditions as pleasant as possible. Your
·progeny will be staying in comfortable barracks (dorms to you
, civilians.) Our resident hall platoon sergeants are thoroughly
trained individuals. Some of the finest chow available anywhere
will be served from our two Fort Central Mess Halls.
We here at Fort Central believe that we live in a screwed up
world.
We feel strongly that the best way to prepare a student soldier
for the screwed up world is to give them a screwed up education in
a screwed up institution. Make sense? We think so. And at only
$200 a quarter, how can you go wrong?·
There is a problem that occasionally arises and bears mention
here. That problem is A.W.O.L. (snort for Absent Without Leave ·
of Your Senses). This is a more serious problem than most parents
may tend to believe. When a soldier goes A.W.(>.L., he b~ngs
shame upon his fellow classmates and upon his Alma Mater. As
soon as the individual is listed bv his drill teachers as A.W.O.L.,
notification is given to appropriate agencies such as the F.B.I. and
C.l.A. In addition, there is an award for his arrest. Ninety-nine
percent of aH A.W.O.L.'s are captured. They will receive a record .
that will follow them the rest of their lives. If your son or daughter
shows up before Christmas vacation, you will know he is A.W.O.L.
The longer the student is gone, the more severe the penalties are.
Try to convince him to turn himself in, or better yet, turn him in
yourself. You will be a better person knowing that you have done
y~ur part to stop this terri~le tragedy of students skipping classes.
As I have stated, we are here to train your soldier. We will train
him and give him all the knowledge he will need to become an .
active member of our screwed up-society.
Even now, he is a member of an important organization. You
can be proud of him. If at any time you have any questions,
comments, or complaints, please feel free to contact the deity of
your choice.
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Anniversary Sole
SPECIALS!
MENS
Denim Jeans
Flare Leg

.
Excellent ~dwielaes, pizzas & ~!1ter~en~ .
Mexican food.
,/-- ~ ·
· -- ·
-..4_ Fresh Salad
i. ·-~ Now servin1 cold beer
~~-c--.~
& fountain
drinks.

· 3 styles

$23. 00 value .
ONLY

$15. 99

•
•
•
•
LOng Sleeve
Sport .Shirts
Regular $15. 00

.•. I. .

ONLY $S. 9 ~
. OPEN UNTIL

Educatltnal Center

5:30

Call Dap EY•i1111 • Wlekt1ds

FRIDAYS UNTIL
Downtown

9:00

University Village Bldg.
4900 25th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98105

(208) 523-7817
For Information About Other Centers
In Me~r US Cities & Abroad
O~tslde NY State
CALL .TOLL nEE: •·223·17~2
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1
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Orchestra has 42, and the Central . ~J.U'olled, the Centrai SWingers
Singers and Chorale combined have arrived at their usual 20
have 98. These are not official voices, and the Madrigal Singers
-tabulations by any means, as there report 6 members and a request
are still many last-minute changes · for a soprano and other interested
being made.
:individuals.
Prospects for this year l<>0k very
Other instrumental group tallies
include Woodwind · Ensemble, 5; good in the .Music Department.
Brass Choir, 15; Flute Choir,. 9; This quarter's enthusiastic tur·nand two Stage Bands, together out signals another year of fine
entertainment to be made availatotaling 51 members.
Among the vocal ensembles, the ble to ' Central students and the
two Jazz Choirs· have 59 persons general ·public.

According to the latest figures,
the Marching and Concert Band
has 111 members this quarter, the

Dear Central Student Parent:

,.,..
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T~quila D~inks

·'·

.·

$1.00

Every Tuesday 11 a.m. til 11 p.m.·
Join Us Also for

FREE

Hors_· D'Oeuvres
Mon. - Fri. 5-7 p.m.

.:'>. -',

GREAT .

I
x

.

SUPER

Dinner
4 p.m.

Entertainment

19 p.m. - l3° a.m.
I

10 p.m. 7 da'fs

.•."

I
§
38

Mon. - S a t . I
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Linda Ryan
displays her art
•Y Mary Fridhmd

GALLERY ALIVE-Artl1tstudeq.t Linda Ryan diaplay1
her talent in the Graduate Art
Show held the wel!k of
October 3 in the Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery.
Contrast in both color and
materials made for pleasant
viewing. This showing wu
just one example of the fine
work created in the Central
Art Department.
1

ROCKY TODAY
DON'T MISS IT
"'The Goodbye Girl'
is a joyous comedyjust what the doctor ordered.
Neil Simon makes feeling good legal ... "

were what the artist ea.lled her
"Montana series." Each broach
The first run week of elasses was was shaped like the state of· .
busier for some people than Montana, but also ~ed it's own
others, one of these people was individuality. For example, one.of
LindaRyan.
Ms. Ryan is a the three was created with bits of
graduate ~tudent in the Art charaeteristica, which give the
department and her Graduate Art viewer images of General George
Show was on· display in Randall Custer. (Custer was the military
Hall October 2-8.
leader in an historic Indian battle'
The realon .I have undertaken at Little Big Horn, which is located
the reviews ' of the art shows iS in Montana).
The other four
that I an-interested in the 'Art broaches were the ones that
department getting recognition caught my eye. They were made
for these fine shows, and to of beautifully designed metal. and
generate a larger student turnout~ - .two contained dried fiowers.
I think that this beautiful gallery · The pieces of sculpture varied iii
should be viewed by the entire both design and content. Burlap,
campus population. rather than · fiberglass. metal and leather were ·
just by the art students and just a few of the materials used in
Ms. Ryan•s sculptures. Two of Ms.
professors.
.
Everyone that views a piece of Ryan•s pieces especially impressed
art has their own perception of _ me. The first was a miniature
that piece. Of course, the layman two-sided antique style dresser.
with no art experience will see a The surface of the dresser was
Roses
piece differently than it•s creator made of soft leather.
does. The finished . piece speaks adorned the frame of the mirror.
for itself. Whether the viewer and and the drawers were lined with
the creator see the same thing in satin. Black lace and other satin
the piece· depends a lot on the pieces m!lde up the contents of the
mdividual. Is it wrong if there are drawers (one on either.side of the
different interpretations of a piece dresser).
of art? Even when people view the
The other piece consisted
Mona Lisa. I'm sure that everyone of an apron on a rope rug. The
sees something just a little bit contrast in colors and curves gave
different. There. have been many the bodyless apron life. , Many of
theories as to why she smiles ju.st the pieces in Ms. Ryan's show gave
the way she does.
me a felling of age and many
I would think that many people memories were brought to mind
who view Ms. Ryan's show will see by viewing them.
things that I did not see in her
I again want to encourage the
work. but what I saw, I really population of Central to take time
enjoyed.
to stop by Randall Hall and view
Ms. Ryan is a very versatile the graduate shows.
I have
artist. Pieces in her show range throughly enjoyed my visits to the
from sculpture and pencil draw- gallery. You may not see what I
ings to seven intricately designed see in these pieces, but that is the
broaches. Three of the broaches beauty of art.

SX Construction Company

GENE SHAL/T. NBC TV

New or rem.o del.. work. and
commercial construction.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Phone 968-3501 evenings.

Bill B. Essex

Free Estimates

ONE OF'mE BEST PICTURES OF mE YEAR.
TIME MAGAZINE

RICHARD DREYFUSS · MARSHA 'MASON
and introducing

QUINN CUMMINGS as Lucy
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October 19
l "00

3 7-& 9:30
Sub Theatre
I

.

Oct 11, 12, 13, 14

McConnell Auditorium

Central Washington Univerllity
Ellensburg, Washington
Sponsored by CWU-ASC
Ticket outlets in
ELLENSBURG: Ce.:rtral
Washington University. S.U.B. Oct. 11 & 12; $4.00 general and
$2.00 student
And at Ace Bookstore
Oct. 13 & 14; $4.50' general and~
107 West 3rd
$2:50 student.
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Wildcats improve but still winles'
By Dave Chri8t.opher
If football games were scored on
improvement, Central would be a
winner; but they're not, and they
weren't. _
Despite looking much improved
from the · previous week, the
Wildcats were still unable to chalk
up their first victory as they lost to
Eastern 21-16 Saturday afternoon
on Tomlinson Field.
It was a close and hard fought
contest that went down to the final
minutes. Trailing 21-14, the
Wildcats lost a great scoring
opportunity late in the game as
they had the ball second and goal
on the Eastern one foot line.
With three chances to get in the
end zone, the Eagle defenders
denied the Wildcats that pleasure
as they held them out with 2: 10
remaining in the game.
Quarterback Jon Martin on
second down tried to sneak it in to
no avail.
Then fullback Tom
Scarsorie busted off right ' tackle
only to meet an Eagle linebacker
head-on for little gain. Then with
fourth and a foot to go for a
touchdown, Martin tried to sneak
again; but it was stacked up and
Eastern took over inches trom
their goal line.
"I was in," claims Scarsorie. But
unfortunately for the Wildcats and
fortunately for the Eagles, the
referee saw it differently.
Central's defense held Eastern
down at the end zone. But when it
came time to punt, the Eagles not
wishing to kick from their own
end zone took a -safety so they
could kick from the 20 yardline.
The move paid off for the Eagles
as it gave Central poor field
position as they started on their
own 24 yard line with 46 seconds
left in the game.
Central moved the ball up to the
1

38 but went no further. Martin's
last desperation pass for a
touchdown was intercepted as the
final second ticked off closing the
door on the Cats.
!t was a classic Eastern-Central
confrontation as the Wildcats kept
battling back. After a scoreless
first quarter, the Eagles jumped
ahead with a 73 yard run by
halfback' Rudy Jones in the second
quarter to put Eastern up 7-0.
But Central came back with a
48-yard touchdown· drive that saw
Martin take it in from a yard out.
The conversion attempt was wide
and Eastern had a 7-6 halftime
lead.
After Central kicked off, Eastern went right to work as they put
together a scoring drive of 68
yards in four plays.
Eagle
quarterback Mark Laitala hit his
wide receiver Curt Didier for a .29
yard gain. On the next play, Rudy
Jones scampered 36 yards for his
second touchdown to put the
Eagles ahead 14-6. "We had some
breakdowns, a couple times we
got kicked out of shape detensively
said Parry.
But the Cats came back when
defensive end Bill McGuire intercepted a pass on the Eastern 29
yard line; On the very next play,
Central showed it's improved
ground game as running back
Homer Barber busted loose to find
the end zone to bring the Wildcats
within two 14-12.
· Parry elected to go for the two
point conversion and Martin hit
running back Tim Hays on a swing
pass as he dove across the goal line
for two.
Tied at 14,. the Wildcat defense
kept Eastern backed up and forced
them to punt, but the Wildcats
roughed the kicker, and Eastern
was given a first down along with
new life. "We had a couple of

. . . . #Ps~"i.. :~f.&'"*»"'''"'°"'""'''
. . MAKIN' A BREAK· John Martin moves swiftly away irom Eastern's defense. The Wildcats were
continually challenged throughout the entire game.

big gainers," said Eastern Coach
letdowns, the roughing the kicker
·
call killed us," said defensive coach · Massengale.
Preston.
Another reason the Wildcats
Eastern went on .top to stay seemed improved might have been
when Laitala combined with due to the starting presense of Jon
Didier on a 57 yard pass play that M~rtin at quarterback. Martin
reswted in a touchdown to put passed for 142 yards and ran for 7~
Eastern in front 21-14.
One of the improvements of the
Wildcats was their pass defense
which picked-off five East~rn
passes. Eastern entered the game
with the sixth best passing offense
in national N.A.I.A. statistics,
they had their lowest production
so far with only 172 total yards.
"We knew we were going to get
tested back there," Parry said
speaking of his defensive secondary . . "Their secondary did a fine
job on coverage, but we did drop a
few that we should have had for

Storino adds positive ingredents
to another successful season·
Attitude-Inspiration-Coaching.
For mid-fielder Bobby Storino
these ingredients are all a part of
this years Soccer Club.
·
And he should know. Being
from Seattle, Burien to be preciSe,
Bobby has participated in organized 8occer since February 4,
1958. But realistically Bob has
logged more than a few miles up·
and down grassy fields during his
playing days in grade school and
here at Central.
(Supri~ingly
Bobby didn' play in High School ·
but chose baseball at Kennedy
High. Not suprisingly he has some
talent at second base, enough to
start most games both his Junior
and Senior years.)
But logging these massive
soccer miles has not left his body
unscathed. Along with the typical
bumps and bruises that's part of
the game, Bobby has broken a
finger and is bothered by bad
knees. The result of many sharp ·
cuts and constant stops and starts.
In reference to this years squad
the Junior majoring in business
· es what he bas seen.
"We're going to·be pretty good,"
predicts Storino. ..This team is
better all-round that last years.
"As a whole we're still fairly
young, but I think the Club will
make the playoffs again,'' be adds.
WSU and Whitman are Bobbys'
choices as "teams to beat" along
With his squad, naturally.
As previou8ly mentioned, Storino is a mid-fielder, a position that
·might be the toughest on the field.

the most running. The mid-fielder
must push-up (forcing the ball
towards the offensive end of the
field). conversly he has defensive
responsibility. This always· boils
down to run, run, run. ·
When forced to pinpoint the
~spect of the game ·he feels is
his best, · Bobby reluctantly answers, "I feel I work best with the
ball. I try to improve my passing
and ball control." ·Accumulating
·six assists last year only tends to

as he totalled 220 yards of
Central's 313 total offense.
The Wildcats will . face Chico
· State this Saturday with the game
scheduled to start at 1:30. It is t he
last home game before Central hit s
the road for three straight games. .

Four
Winds
Book
Store
204 E. 4th

r~inforce

his belief.
Of course a rabid fan following is
"A lot of
never detrimental.
support always helps and it really
gets us pumping," says Storino.
"If everyone comes out and
supports us that's all the better.
We haye a good team," he repeats.
"And soccer will catch on."
'
, Maybe the only drawback of
Clup status is expenses. It. is
estimated that each player could ·
spend close to $200 this year.

Tempco

OPEN 10=00 a.m. to 5=00 p.m.

Year after year, semester after
semester, the CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has been the
most accepted, most popular plan
on campuses all over America.
Find out why. ·
Call the Fidelity Union College.Master
Field Associate in your area:
925-4175.

juh" Avalon
925-4176

Goose-down jack~ts & vests
for men and women

Ritk Sasaki
925-9292

Mills Saddle'n Togs

FIDELITY UNION LIFE

4th & Main

962-2312

(

. .

706 8th ·A venue

In the P'/aza
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Jock
Talk
by Jack..C9rey
"Only jocks play ·s ports."
I used this revelating line in a parody on intramural football last
week, pretending it was a quote from a student coach. And for the
last week I have been getting some negative comments from some
of the athletes on campus. They tell me they don't like to be
labeled jocks.
·
.
Sorry guys, but yo11're jocks, and if I have to explain to you that
the label jock is not _derogatory, then you're a dumb joc~.
Listen guys, (and girls too, if the tennis. shoe fits) just because .
you're a jock doesn't mean you ain't human too. Labeling you a
jock does not encompass your whole .Personality profile. You ca~
be a student, a church leader, a licensed driver, a father and, if
you play sports of any. kind, a jock all at the same time.
Understand? ,
·
But hey, it's no big deal, gang. Don't go losing any sleep over it.·
It w:on't give you acne or underarm perspiration, honest.
While were on the subject of labels, can any of you give me the
reason the World Series is called such? How many other countries
are allowed to play in the championships? Except for the two
Canadian teams, we are kind of stuck up about who we allow to
play for all the -gusto. What gives people the right to label the
winners the "world champions?"
Japan has asked to be allowed to compete against the "world
champs" and has been turned down ev!-'rY time. It's not that we're
worried about losing, it's just that if it ever did happen, what
would we t>e able to call ourselves? The . North American
Continent Champions? Probilbly. So r figure until we meet
another team from outside the States we ought not to be so vain as
to call the champs the World C~amps. ·
.
Congratulations to the Women's Field Hockey team for commg
home with a 2-1 mark and to Sherri Calkins for leading the girls'
Cross-Country team while striving to h~r best performance. ·

Poffeli.roth returns to coaching
after a 16~ year layoff
In preparation for his return to
When Abe Poffenroth returned
to the Wildcat coaching ranks last coaching, Poffenroth spent many
season after a 16-year layoff, he sessions with Parry prior to the
"We have a
discovered the game of football 1977 campaign.
had not made many drastic master here," Poffenroth said of
changes.
Parry.
"He really •knows his
"I loved coaching then and I love football. I couldn't have come back
it now," Poffenroth said. "After I under a finer person and a finer
returned to coaching the difficult coach. My only regret is that I
thing was learning the complexi- can't be of more help to· hjm than I
ties of the game. Fundamentally, have been"
Poffenroth, who won two
there are many things that are the
same, and all that's really changed championships in six years as
Central's head mentor, is optimisis the nomenclature."
During · Poffenroth's head tic about the Wildcats' chances
coaching reign at Central from this year. "The impetus here has
1955 through 1960, he used the changed," Abe said. "Coach Parry
single-wing offense. Now under is going · more for freshmen and
coach Tom Parry, C..W. U. attacks filling in with community college
from the Houston Veer, a triple transfers. With the freshmen we ·
option threat.
. • . have recruited the lasi.two years I
: The 11 players on Poffenroth's expect us to be highly improved. I
single-wing offense were ·also his look for next year to be the high
defensive players. Today, a pol.nt."
college football player very rarely
Two players in the program this
goes both ways.
year have fathers who played for
"Now we have specialties in Poffenroth hete nearly 20 years
each and every area," the ago. Sophomore Brian Thompoffensive backfield coach said.
son's dad, Bert, and Sophomore
"That adds up to a difference in Bill Tilton's ·father, Jerold,
complexity. Players now spend competed for the Cats in the
100 per cent of their time mid~50's.
practicing on offense or defense,
Poffenroth also coached C.W.U.
compared to 50-50, 20 years ago
assistant football coach and head
baseball coach Gary Frederick,
who was a member of Central's
1957 championship team. Frederick's teammates that year include
C.W.U. employees Corky Bridges,
Director of Admissions, John
Liboky, Director of Financial Aid,
and Bob Carfton, · Education
Department Chairman.
Central Athletic Direct'or Bink
Beamer played for Poffenroth at
Eastern Washington ·University,
and was team captain his senior
season in 1947.
After graduation from Eastern,

Support
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Jerry Riggan, a 1968 Central graduate, has been named head
basketball coach at Wenatchee High School.
Before accepting the Wenatc~ee job, Riggan was coaching at
Omak High School.
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Poffenroth taught and coached for
two years at Vancouver High
School. He then entered the
military and played football for the
Second Air Force. · He was
recruited for the team after
connecting on 21of23 passes in a
semi-pro game. .
He returned to E.W. U. as an
assistant coach in 1946 and became
head coach the following year. He
.quit that position five years later
when he became dean of men.
The urge to coa,~h again brought
him to Central' in 1955 when L. G.
CarmOdy resigned.
·
"At that time Central hadn't
had a championship in ten years,
and it was a great challenge
coming here. I've coached the
Wildcats . to two straight titles
beginning in 1957."
"He's a heck of a guy," Corky
~
Bridges said of h'is .iormer
coach .
"He's an individual who cares
about his players as people. He
stressed constantly to his players
that they are not here solely as
athletes, but to ·complete their
education."
Bridges ·was a standout . for
Poffenroth. He had.played for the
University of Washington and
transferred to Central after a stjnt
in the service. Bridge.~ set sev:eral
C.W.U. rushing records, some of
which still stand. He was good
enough· to be drafted by the Los
Angeles Rams.
Like the game itself, Poffenroth
doesn't think players have
changed much in the last 20 years.
"The kids are just as much a joy to
work with now as then," he said.
"I think they are basically smarter
now. They want to know the
reason why. Coaches can't just
walk out on the field and say this is
the way it's going to be."

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
~ J·OI

IARTll

JON MARTIN-6-0, 186 lb1. Stutina his first same of
the seuon after -breaking a finger on hit .threwing hand,
Martin kept the Wildcat• within 1trildng di8tanee of the .
Eastern Wuhinpon Eaglet. ·Playins with a &plint on the
broken finser Martin completed · n of 25 pu1e1 f~r 142
· yards and rahed for another 78 yanb in 26 earriea. "Jon
bmnmed the ball well Saturday afternoon," commented
head eeach Tom Parry, "and having to play with the splint
ucl still doing tliat good makea me proud of him." .
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c ·e ntral soccer kicks Gonzaga 9-2
.

.

By Greg Kulezyk
One can't help feeling .sorry for
Gonzaga Sunday past. Getting
kicked 2-9 is nothing _to write home
about. Gonzaga was never even
close to being in the game again~
the defending league champs. The
club from Central started off early
and poured it on relentlessly in the
route to setting two club records.
Granted~· Gonzaga had little preparation'· time (their van btoke
down, causing the bulk of ·the
squad to arrive 45 minutes. past
the scheduled 1:30 kickoff time).
Why 9-2? "We outthustled them
from the beginning which is o'ur
goal no matter who we play,"
stressed coach John Klimek. ·
"We started out beating them to
the ball," added Klimek. "The club
- took t.he momentum from the
start. Gonzaga played frustrated."
As a whole it was ll super game
for the club, the team had only one

'

of

peroid.' poor play. Gonzaga toO~
advantage of this and scored their
two goals. . Both were within five
minutes in th~ second half.

Statistically the game was as
one-sided as the score. Central
took a total of 34 shots-on-goal
while limiting Gonzaga to 18,
including only three in the first
As last year, the defense proved
rock solid. Dave Moe, Brad Bull, half. Corner kicks were just as
Scott Sigmon, Rich DeLorenro, uneven, 11 to 6. Davidson was the
and Storino work as one to top shooter .letting loose· with 13
perfection. ALL of these guys attempts followed by Matt Bull's
passed great all day, giving six.
·During halftime, goalie Ron
Gonzaga fits. Proved by the· fact
Button
told his teammates, "Ofthat seven of the nine goals came·
fense
is
the best defense." They
from within 15 yards.
sure
proved
that Sunday.
Storino was impressive, handBRIGHT NOTES: Dr. Fredrick
ling the ball, passing to the open
man scoring one goal and two and the P.E. Department donated
two bags of chalk and the machine
assists.
to line it.
As previously mentioned, there
The club plays two games this
were two club records broken plus weekend at Idaho Saturday, ·
one tie. Scoring four goals in the October 14, and at home Sunday,
first half tied the club· record October 15, against Eastern at
which was broken with five in the 1:30.
second. Two hat tricks in one
Button is quite a character to
game (Matt Bull and Cary say the least. Aggressive on the
Davidson) was the other record field to the point of meanness,
set Sunday.
B:utton is, in fact, pretty mellow

out of uniform. He sets out his
gear the night before a contest. It
has to be just right. On game day,
Button suits up while listening to
music and .h as a cup of coffee.
Normally, he doesn't drink the
stuff. He's always on the field
exactly an hour before kickoff.
Before every match he predicts
the score, and sets personal goals·
for himself. He tells no one of
these until after the game.
(Sunday Button wanted a shut-out
but a win is a win is a win.)
"It would have been nice for Ron
to get his shut-out," said a
disappointed Joe Havenkotter.
Two-hundred sun Soaked hardcore fans on hand were treated to
numerous shots and rapid fire

scoring. The home team recorded
21 shots on goal in the first half.
(Gonzaga had 3 against that great
defense.)
Matt Bull started the scoring 10
minutes in. · Cary Davidson passed
to Bobby Storino who passed to
Bull ten yards to the right of the
goal. . . ,
.
Five minutes later Storino and
Bull teamed up again, this time
reversing the roles.
Storino's
eight yarder came over the
middle. Two - zip.
Dave Moe assisted on Cary
Davidson's first score of the day
and the club's third. Moe lobbed a
perfect pass from the left side
across the goal mouth. Davidson
headed that pass from nine yards
out on the right side.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

•

Central team does well
at Fort Casey Invitational
.

by Dave Christopher

The Central cross country team
was busy running in the Fort
Casey Invitational on Whidbey
Island last Saturday.
It was sophomore John Free·
burg for the second straight week
who lead the Wildcat runners as
he placed 42 with a time 31:42 for
the 10,000 meter course.
.
The Fort Casey Invitational is
one of the biggest cross country
meets in t he Northwest, there
were 18 teams that entered with
202 runners that ran.
Cent ral placed tenth out of the
18 teams with
score of 288.
Asked if he was happy with his
team's performance coach Arlt
replied, "yea I'm happy, I think we
had a good performance keeping
everything in perspective."
The meet was only the second
one that Central has run in this
season. According to Arlt the field
· of competitors that were at the
meet were pretty tough.
The team that won the meet was
Club Northwest with a score of 37,
followed closely by the University
of Washington with 44 points and
in third was Eastern Washington
University with 134 points. Arlt
has cited Eastern as the team to
beat and the one the Wildcats
would have to catch for District.
Arlt believes he has the team
that can do that. "I've got the best
team I've had in several years,"
said Arlt.
Two Wildcat run.n ers that
turned in good performances on
Satunday were Kent Hernadez
who placed 56 with a time of 31:58
' and Mike Engleman who placed 60
with a time of 32: 06.
Both runners are freshman that
have impressed coach Arlt with
their progress.
Right behind
Engleman was Pave Field that
placed 62 with
time of 32:07.
Other Wildcat runners that
finished were: Tony Hammett
pl8.cing 68 time 32:02, Mark Srown
placed 7'7 time 32:38, Ted
~ Mittelstaedt placed 106 time 33·:36
and Keith Covelli placed 133 time
34:34;
Arlt mentioned that he was not . ·
"that concerned with how the team
. score came out. "I'll worry about
that· wh.en district time · comes
, around. Our goal is to strive. for
individual excellence which is
meafured in performance. Consistancy is what I'm concerned with
and we're working on that right
now>,. said Arlt.
Teams t hat · finished ahead of

.

Central were: 4-ldaho, 5-0regon Club, 17-Seattle pacific,- 18-Green
State. 6-Simon Fraser, 7-Highline, 1River.
8-U niversity of Portland, 9-SpoThe Wildcat cross country team
kane Community College. Teams will get into competition again as
that finished below Central were they are schedwed to run next
11-University of British Columbia, Saturday at the Western Washing
12-Bellevue, 13-Kajacks, 14-U.P.S. University Invitational in Belling14-U.P.S.•
ham.
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HONDA
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mollC/

JOHISOl'S
Salas I S1nic1

410N.Main-

925-3146

Greyhound Rx·
The cure for
college blahs.
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, che pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go awai
But you can ., This weekend, take off,
say hello to your friends, see the sights,
have a greattime. You'll arrive with money in
your pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of it.
If you're,feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's
a sure cure for the blahs.

Greyhound Service
Oi.
Wey

Aoundo
Trip

Seattle

$7.05

$13.40

4 Daily Deaprtures

Yakima
Spokane

12.85

$5.45
$20.55

2 DMly Departures

To ·

H0.80

Departures

.

5 Daily Departures

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
(Prices subject to change.)

'

••.,,.,

. Bus & -Audrey Wyant

801 Okanopa .

~. -

JtQf MA.l 71

VISA'

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539
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Soccer
cwu vs

Gonzaga

u.

David Williams is nracticing for 1990 when he will be old
to turnout for the soccer team. David's father is Len
Williams~ professor of Anthropology here at Centr-1~
e~ough

Home Soccer Games 1978 Season

Charlie Hingston drives against a Gonzaga defender to set up a score by
Davidson.

Cary

Sunday 10-15 Eastern Washinton U. at CWU
Sunday 10-22 Un-iversity of Idaho at CWU
Saturday 10-28 Eastern Oregon St'?'fe at CWU
Sunday 1 1-12 Northern Idaho College at CWU
All games start of 1:30 p.m.

Sunday's ·Score

cwu

9.

Gonzaga U.

2

Photos by

Brad Peck

Cary Davidson goes up for a

shot a~ the Gonzaga goal.

This attempt accounted for one of Central's 9· goals.

•
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Catalog
oration--Tacoma, Washington.
Trainees in Computer Sales.
All students seeking employBach--Mgmt/Mktg.
ment on-campus, whether awardOctober 19... Day, ' Ludwig, &
ed work-study or regular student Criddle--Yakima, Washington.
employment, must clear through · Accounting Majors.
·
the Student Employment Office,
OCTOBER FEST
room 101, Barge Hall.
Welcome to the first Friday
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Fest sponsored by the Center for
-The following firms will have Campus Ministry for Central Staff
representatives at the Career and Faculty.
Planning & Placement Center to
Stop in .any time Fr,iday from 4
interview interested candidates.
to 7 p.m. to meet and greet old
Sign-up schedules are posted one friends. Meet new faculty and
week, to the day, before the staff this .month.
arrival of the interviewers on
Good food and drink .... good
campus.
fellowship .... no waiting lines.
October 17 ... Puget Power-"Bellevue, Washington. Accounting
Four to seven p.m. Center for
Campus Ministry; 11th and Alder,
Majors.
October 19 ... Burrough s Corp- next to Dairy Queen.

A.S.C. FILM

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire and
Burgess Meredith. If you haven't
seen it, don't miss it; and · if you
have seen it, it's worth seeing
twice. The story of Rocky comes
to the Central campus.

One of the most dynamic films of
the 70's comes to Central tonight
for a three-show run. Rocky, a
film with a message plays at 3, 7
and 9:30 in the S.U.B. Theater.
T.M.
The price for this academy
award winning film has been
·Are you practicing the Transraised to $1.25, but this is cendental Meditation technique?
minimal to what the show would A new club for those C. W. U.
cost at a regular box office theater. students practicing the T.M.
Not only is the movie a winner, but techniaue will have its · first
so is the score. The theme song, meeting tonight, Thursday, OctoGonna Fly Now will long be ber 12, -at 7:30, in room 207 of the
remembered.
S. U.B. Activities such as advanced
An inspirational movie with -a lectures, . group meditations,
message. Rocky, a one in a million checking and tapes of Maharishi
shot, a one in a million movie. This will be planned. See you there or
United Artist film is the success give us a call.
story of the century.
A powerful movie starring

Free introductory lec>t·- ,,:s will
also be held for those 1111..,. _·cited in
learning the T.M. technfr:·~-e on
Tuesday, October 17, at 12:00 noon
and 7:00 p.m. in room 207 1of the
S.U.B. For more informatio"l call
'925-3366.
EXIT INTERVIEW
If this is y~ur last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
· must make an appointment
an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.

for

Recreation Marketing Corporati_on
P.O. Box 1285
Seattle, WA - 98111
(206) 682-6428

1

·-Classifieds
J.F.K. SPECIAL REPORT
CJ.A. killed J.F.K. See the
evidence the media won't print!
Send $2 to: N.WJA.R.C., P.O.B.
42644, San Francisco, CA 94101.
SKI INSTRUCTOR: 150 will be
hired. Reasonable priced clinic.
TWO FREE season passes. No
teaching experience necessary.

682-6428.

,---------------.,
I
I

ROOMMATE WANTED
To share 2 bdrm. apt., $78
month, plus half electricity.
Drop by after 6 p.m. Walnut
North #118.

I Plymouth Valiant. Good run-1
t ning, safe, economical. 68,0001
I miles. $725. 925-9378.
I

'•----------~,.._

.................. ,

•..•............•...............................•,

•••
••
•

.

"Our business is

.

going places" ,

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
Send $1 for your 256-page, mailorder catalog of Collegiate Research.
10,250 topics listed.
Prompt Delivery. Box 25907-B,
Los Angeles, CA 90025. (213)
477-8226.
HELP WANTED:
Inquire at
Pizza Place in the Plaza. 925-9948

434 North Sprague
. Ellensburg

Phone 925-6961..• ••
··-·-------------·-·-~
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Band Schedule
This past week, Sept. 27-3() ''Skyboys''

with guest appearance of '"Bridges"
on Saturday.

Oct. 4-7 "Louie & the Rockets " Top act, speaks for itself. Cover this week only
$2.50 per person.

Oct. 11-14 ''Daniel" High energy rock & JVll. Mostly original work, very good.
Oct.18-21 "TanDater" Excellent rock, country style.
Oct. 25-28 "Lucky Pierre" The Ranch Hou~ band. Rock & roll at its fiDest.
Oct. 31-Nov• 3 "Apple" Beatles impressionistic band/Top 40. Halloween party Tues.,
Oct. 31. Wear costume· and receive free admittance.

-

Nov.'8-11 ''Hungry Junction'' Watch for Vets special while enjoying fine rock &

roll.

"D_;ri,.., "
.
D• ".cs 'e8
Excellent original rock & roll.

NOV• 15- 18
Nov. 22-25 Have a Happy Thanksg!.ving Live' music weekend only.
NOV. 29-Dec. 1 "Sky boys" Back by pQpular demand.
·
"
D ec. 6 -9 HT/
,, oyage
_Excellent disco/Top 40. y OU won't want to miss this one.
----------------------------------------------------------------· ~-------

Special Feature... Sunday, November 12
Q)
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Jr. Cadillac,
Kidd Africa
& Herb an(:l the-Spices
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In the First Annual Port-A-Party
Advance tickets on sale soon.

Old Vantage Hiway

The Ranch Tavern

••your live entel1ainment and dancing headquarters."

962-9997
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Off page one .
Manager snuffs out bla%e
by David Adams

Two Ellensburg city fire trucks
and one campus police car
A fire in Muzzal l~st Thursday responded to the 8 p.m. alarm, but
·night was responsible for close to by the tinie they arrived, the fire
$200 in damages to the carpets in had already been extinguished by
.room 204, where the fire occurred, the dorm manager and residents.
in the second floor hallway.
According to police reports, the
However, the .fire did not cause fire was believed to be started
the majority of the damages . . when a cigarette ignited a
· Instead, it was water from the fire cardboard box ,b eing used as a
hose being used to extinguish the wastepaper basket.
Campus Police Officer, James
small fire that ruined the carpets.

Copeland, said there was found a
cigarette butt and two matches in
the debris. Copeland said the
room occupants were not in the
room when the fire occurred, and
that the room had been left
unlocked and unattended.
The majority of the water ·
damage occurred when the fire ·
hose was unraveled and carried .
into room 204. Unfortunately,
according to Officer Copeland, the
dorm manager did not unkink the
hos~ before turning it on.
Extent of fire damage.
"Subsequently, there was more
water in the hall than in the room meeting in. which responsible street from Muzzal, and three
where the fire was," he said;
other. dormitories held their
treedom was the major topic.
According to dorm residents,
Later .that evening, Sue Lom- planned fire drills minus the fire
they had just finished a dorm bard · Hall, which is across the trucks.

R.H.C. discusses Casino-Royale
The Residence Hall Council met
October 4 in the S.U.B. to make
plans for the upcoming year. A
full house was called to order by
R.H.C. Chairman Tim Gillie of
Mu2zall Hall and Vice Chairperson
Pam Klein of Kennedy Hall Co-op.
The secretarial and treasurers
positions are still open.
Plans were discussed for the
Homecoming Weekend CasinoRoyale on November 17.
R.H.C. has hosted the casmo tor
three years with a _ record of
success. Persons wishing to work
~=-=-=~-=-='""'-=-=-.--::.;:- :::-.::-:=:-:::-=-=-=.:..'-'.:..-=-::;-::01.1
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SWEEPSTAKES

Each order s1ip wdl i~c'ud.:o a Pr:.:o f.,\ o Sv, eep:itc~ ·: '!a numl;.er.
Every number wdl l:i.• ddft... ~111.
This Sweepstakes ,.... ·mbrr 15 yC'lur r~ -._,rn o:·/~ d ki•y ,._.. n· ko~t
fifteen 1! 51 CASH pr1/f'' or.j over ti ''-''"' ~ho ..·:..·::;r·d i~.ur·.. 1 fc·od
prizh! Worth over i 1C.00·.'J
nu 1 ~L· ,·r~ w•ll cr•n1·1• •P lhe
Tlll'.'··,c 1~ut1,lJC·1:. ·.·:~ dm-N•1 ~•<J ·-i ·~·· : .,:~'?·
\·nlm··,

·A minimum of twt<"lly· :2(' 1 w1nn1ng
Compu~

Cr1Pr er.1.h
\ ordt:'ro;

v1ou~ wP~\

1·'·.ur
"1i!

Proze> cons1>t of $1UG ()~' . $5:l.OU, ~75·c.

1,

nli

s•IC

pol.CS onJ .ill

s.1ze grmdt?•i.
If oil nu'l1erols col n publ"h~d w•'w~g Sweepstok.,, n imbPr
exoc•ly rrotrh ycur i:-ersonol 1)urnber fi~,:n the c•rder ')l1p,
o winner .o f o p111e
Here is how yov drnrn your Sweepsto~~s prile·

sltp ro

P1110

in the casino were invited to of R.H.C. co-funding.
After
contact Gillie or Klein in the lengthy debate, the Council
R.H.C. office in the S.U.B.~air decided not to fund the idea but
mornings 9 to 11, or call 963-2024.
did make a note to reconsider.
Dealers, bankers, hosts, enterThe Council also manages an
tainers, and other talented indivi- aluminum recycling program in
duals are especially needed.
the dorms. Large metal trash cans
In other business, · Quigley Hall are placed in the dorms to c;ollect
thanked the Council , for financial ' aluminum items, the cans are
assistance in resolving last year's then emptied and the metal sold to
debts. The Council also discussed recyclers with the funds generated
a proposal to co-fund the purchase reverting back to the individual
·of an additional "earth ball" for the dorms participating.
Tent & Tube Shop. The ball would
R.H.C.'s next meeting will be
. be rented at reduced rates because October 18 at 6 p.m. in the S.U.B.

SWEEPSTAKES
NUMBERS!!!!
141428
141647
141595
140631
140620
141417
141375
141376
141811
140726 ,

STUART
TOM
NORDINE
DEAN
JENNIFER
LLOYD
MIKE
MARIE
DOUG
'JAN

140706,
141745'
i41620
141454
141863
141626

DOUG
JOE
RALPH
KELLY
ROX CY
MIKE

, lq

~

. I .r..
925-2222 ·
y

DELIVER
5:00 P.M.

2:00 A.M. DAILY

Ir.

Phone
Numbers

y:J'J 019

Aring .,-:.._,, o~·Jer

Mio to be confirmed:. D•ow •~c.m thcSw 1 "ep~tc~ ..:.~ b'owl

and redeem your proze. ·
If unable to cfo1"'T'I 111 pPr:.c:i. srnd your w:n"ing c-·rl.:tr -,I p tc- r-'i.'.10
M•o, 801 Euclid Woy, Ei tensburg, Wosh .ngton 9f.9<::. 6e swe •o
include your nome onJ full mo.ling odd'f. ,, so !hot ~uur S .v<cpSlakes pr11e moy be m"'led to you without do.lay.

No purr.hose neces~ry to pcuricipote. AnyC'nP v.,1sh;m.J re• pu1ti.
c1pote mpy send a self·oddressed, s•omped envelope to"'"'" \I,,,,
A penonol number will be sent to t~ot person by r~turn mod w·'h·
out charge. Deodl1.ne for "numbe• rP.que,•s .· will be f1w days
19

:;:'·~r r~:e~~~~ hi~ss~~msb;~e~nSC:i~~o;o;.~t~c·::;• s~ri~~o:,~~~~i
limit one free number per family,

Winnino numbers will be posted at Pizzo Mio following each i~sue
publicolian.
All Sweepslo~e. winning numbers not c!oimed by ten days will
beoutomoticolly forfeited. ·

The Piizo Mio ~oil not be responsible for claims or requests for
numbers which do not arrive on time ot proper designolion: nor
!hall ii be mponsible for typographical errors whith mo~ inod·
wertently oppeor.

Im~· of Pizzo Mio ond their immediate families ore.excluded
,,_ 11111ticipotion in this c~lllf.

8"

PIZZAS

10" 12"

14" 16" Suoe; 24"

1.90 2.90 4.15 5.55 6.95 8.95 14.95

Cheese

1 or 2 Items
3 Item Co'mbo
or Vegie

2.20 3.30 4.50 6.40 7.75 9.50 16.50
Pepperoni. s.u,..., Mushroom, Block Oh..s
2.35 3.50 4.75
8.25 9.95 17.51'.1

us

CAMPUS POLICE

963-2958
CITY POLICE

962-9833
SHERIFF

925-9858
CRISIS LINE

925-4168
HOSPITAL

140331 '
141138 .
141730 ;
141956
140711
141929
141390 ,
140744
140582 '

:

LEE ANN
DALE
JACKIE
JOHN
JOHN
WALLER
DENNIS
MARK
PAT

HARDCORE
THIS SATURDAY!!!!

2.50 3.65 4.90 6.9a 8.55 10.25 18.25

4- _ 5 Items

962-98'1
HEALTH CENTER

2.65 3.90 5.25 7.25 8.75 10.75 18.95

WORKS

963-1881
REGISTRAR

963-1621

Pepperoni • Sausage • Mtnhrooms • Black Olives

TRANSCRIPTS

Canadian Bacon • Green Peppen • Onions
Pineapple • Fresh TomatOJ!S • Shrimp

PLACEMENT

HINTS ON ORDERING PiZZAS

LIBRARY

Choose your ingredients for your PIZZA, And you may order your
PIZZA with different ingredients on each hatt, Find the appropri'ate size
according to your groups' appetite .

PRODUCTION LAB

963-3516
963-1921

'8" Pizzi serves 1 person

10" Pilll serves 1·2 persons
12'' Pizza serves 2·3 perSons
14" Pizza serves 3-4 penons

1r Pizza serves 4·6 penons
Super Pizza serves 5-7 persons

24"

Pizzi serves 7-9 persons

963-2881
. 963-1842
FINANCIAL AIDS

963·1611
HOUSING

963-1831

The most popular pizza is the "COMBO:" Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms and Black !)lives. You may also order with "exrra"
of any irem you choose.

COUNSELING

963-1391
DEAN OF STU. DEV.

963-1515

Please allow 30 minutes for your Custom Pizza
20 minutes for Grinders

NICHOLSON PAV.

963-1911
ADMISSIONS

963-1211

HARDCORE
T-SHIRTS. 6A.M. -lOA.M.

SALADS $.85
with Blue Cheese
1,000 Island
French
Italian

MILK

.30
{.25 small
.35 medium

·coke
Sprite ,
Mr. Pibb
or
Root Beer .45 large

GRINDERS
A Hot Sandwich of Your Choice
Baked and Garnished with Cheese, Pickles, Tomatoes
and Onions. Served with Potato Chips.

Canadian Bacon or Roast Beef or Vegie
Small · $1.40; Medium · $2.15; Large · $2.65

Cans 9t:

$.45

Coke
Quench
Tab
Root Beer
Orange
Fresca
Strawberry
Grape
Mr. Pibb
Sprite
Diet ·Root Beer
Lemonade

